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Our focus

General: 

Motivations

Experiences,

Practices and 

Incentives. 

Specific: 

Gender 



Prosumer motivations

Environment

Financial

Technical

Future-oriented



Finance and skills as major threshold

I: Would you say that being a prosumer is for

everyone?

P: No, I think perhaps it isn’t. It is easy in many

ways, no bother, but you must have the interest [in

the technology] in the first place, because it requires

something more of you then a lot of other things, I

think.

40+ man with money to spend. 
Beyond average concerned with the 
environment



Prosuming mostly techno-savvy men?

Men take the 
initiative

Joint decision

Other information

In terms of gender, just

basing it on how we are, if I

hadn’t been with him would I

have gone and driven that project

and done it on my own? I’d like to

say yes, because it was important

to me, but it was really helpful

having that driver as well, so I

imagine that it’s probably male

driven rather than female driven

(Woman prosumer).

We very much have made joint decisions

and discussed what we want to do together. …

When it came to the solar panels, my husband

did most of the research, and then discussed his

findings with me, so I did feel fully a part of the

process. … I'm not a very scientific sort of

person, so I'm quite happy to leave the research

to my husband. (Woman prosumer).



Prosuming practices and reducing peak
demand
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household division of labour

I would describe it as a bit of juggling

going on, in that I do try to do my washing

during the day and be charging the laptop

during the day. There are times though

when life gets busy, when that doesn't

happen, and it gets to the point where it's

after dark and I'm switching the washing

machine on. When that happens, I'm not

very happy about it, because I know that’s

going to cost us money (Woman prosumer,

UK).





Engaging citizens in prosuming

 Energy policy neglects gender issues and social

differentiation

 Design policies attractive for diverse group of

people

 Provide economic support that reduces the

need for up-front costs (solar loans?)

 Ensure regulations and targets that are up to 

date with citizen-driven energy transition

Digital facsimile, IKEA advertisement



Want to know more?
karina.standal@cicero.oslo.no
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